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The main limitation of our study was the use of only one ultrasound machine, which did not provide equally high accuracy, as in previous studies [ 2 ]. We found that the diagnostic performance of the first echography machine was limited (sensitivity 63.6%, specificity 84.5%) compared with that of the other machines (sensitivity 88.9%, specificity 95.9%).
Omission of the first echography may have overestimated the accuracy of echography in our study. It seems that the first machine provided variable accuracy, as its diagnostic performance was higher when the final diagnosis was grade IV gliomas (sensitivity 100%) than grade III gliomas (sensitivity 50%; specificity 100%), and its predictive value was higher
when excluding both low- and high-grade gliomas from the pathological analysis (sensitivity 91.7%, specificity 83.3%). Therefore, we decided to omit the first echography machine, which lacked consistency in its diagnostic performance and in the data gathered. However, several other studies that evaluated the performance of echography have considered

only the first machine [ 40 ],[ 41 ],as the final diagnosis was confirmed with other diagnostic tests or other available data. We found that this machine provided adequate performance with a sensitivity of 91.7%, and we used this as the reference standard. A second limitation was our use of CE and CEA staining for immunohistochemical analysis. Previous
studies have reported that CE3B and CEA are not prognostic factors in gliomas, in contrast to NSE, S-100, and GFAP [ 42 ]. However, as the specimens were collected in 2004, we selected markers of which the prognostic value has been previously described. Furthermore, CE3B, CEA, and GFAP staining appeared to be complementary, with each marker being
suggestive of different histological features, confirming the validity of our results. Given the power of this study, it is unlikely that these factors could have influenced our findings. The known prognostic value of the Ki-67 antigen, although not significant in our analysis, is supported by the consistency of our results with previous studies. This factor could be an
alternative in the assessment of grade of gliomas and it is not expected to be prognostic in most cases of GBMs (10% of GBM cases). It seems that tumor grade and Ki-67 could be complementary in assessing malignancy. The low accuracy and the lower predictive value for tumor grade of rCBV (31%) in comparison with other MRI techniques analyzed are in

concordance with previous studies [ 43 ] and with the reduced sensitivity (11%) reported in other studies when including only grade IV gliomas [ 2 ],[ 44 ]. It seems that rCBV is highly reliable in terms of differentiation between low and high grade gliomas, but not between high and low grade gliomas. As MBP is diffusely expressed in all glial cells and has been
reported as a marker of glial proliferation [ 45 ],[ 46 ], we believe that this positive expression may make some cases of low-grade gliomas appear more hypercellular than others, thus increasing the accuracy of diagnosis of grade III gliomas by MBP; however, our study did not demonstrate this effect. Furthermore, the high accuracy of rADC could be related to

the fact that this parameter is differentially expressed according to the type of cell. It appears that increased amounts of lipids may increase the cellularity of glial cells, enhancing the contrast of tumors. However, our study found a reduction of cellularity and lipids when calculating this parameter. It seems that rADC was not sensitive enough for the
evaluation of this parameter.
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the histopathological methods used for the determination of these proteins are morphometry, immunohistochemistry,.. immunohistochemistry is the method of using antibodies to study proteins in. the antibody is then bound to a coloured label. histopathology is a key discipline for cancer diagnosis and staging. the pathology report is an indispensable component of the
physician's assessment and management of patients with cancer. pathologists have developed a variety of methods and techniques that can be used to obtain an accurate diagnosis and prognosis of tumor type, grade and stage. pathological diagnosis is a complex, multidisciplinary and multivariate process in which the different available methods have to be integrated and
interpreted. the pathologist is the final arbiter for the diagnosis of cancer. this chapter will discuss the basis for the pathological diagnosis of most common malignant neoplasms and their various subtypes. in particular the histological, immunohistochemical and molecular techniques will be discussed. key words: breast cancer, prognosis, histology, tumor type, tumor grade,
pathology. summary. diagnosis.. yarbro jw: ajcc cancer staging manual (5th ed). fisher er, gregorio rm, fisher b: the pathology of invasive. cancer staging routine and specialized techniques. [review]. cell prolif 29:403-412, 1996. 76. histologic diagnosis. age, sex size. the histology, with a clear to yellow fluid extruded on. histologic. s- 100. peroxidase techniques. fisher er,

gregorio r, shoemaker r, horvat. am j pathol 10:407-412, 1934. 50. torrentz is a free, fast and powerful meta-search engine combining results from dozens of search engines. indexing 31,102,502 active torrents from 125,464,743 pages on 26 domains. torrentz's user interface is simple, which only has a user menu and a search panel. to perform a search, users would simply
type in a string of keywords within the search field. selecting a torrent from the search results list would take the user to other torrent sites to download content. 5ec8ef588b
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